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Precinct: ___________________________________       BPOU: Minneapolis Republican Party  
 
Caucus Delegate Absentee Nomination Form for EMERGENCY USE ONLY 

 

In the case of an emergency, if you are unable to attend precinct caucuses but would still like to be considered as a BPOU 
delegate or alternate, please fill out the following information and either:  
1. return it to info@mplsgop.org via email before 5:00 pm on Monday, February 26th to be considered for election. 
2. have someone else who is attending caucus in your precinct caucus in person bring this form with or complete it the 

night of.  
 

Reason for being unable to attend your precinct caucus in person: ______________________________________  
 
First _______________________________________ Last____________________________________________ 
 
Street_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: Minneapolis   State: MN   Zip__________________________________ 
 
Email__________________________________________    Phone_____________________________________ 
 
I would like to run to be a ロ BPOU Delegate   ロ BPOU Alternate 
 
I certify that I meet the MN GOP bylaws requirements to be a delegate or alternate: 
                ロ    I am an eligible voter               ロ   I agree with the principles of the Republican Party                          
 
Signature (if submitting via email): _____________________________________ 
 
If you would like to include information about yourself please attach something to this form.  
 

It is important to fill out ALL information CLEARLY to ensure you are contacted for conventions. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
If you are filling out this section on the night of the caucus on behalf of someone else, please complete this section. 
  
I, __________________________, am placing the below individual in to be considered for delegate to our BPOU 
convention. They are unable to attend but have reached out to express their desire to be considered. 
 
PRINT Name CLEARLY: ____________________________________________________________                               
 
Signature (if completing on behalf of someone else at caucus) _______________________________   
 
Phone: ____________________________ Email: ________________________________________ 

All nominations who are elected and found to be ineligible will be removed from the delegate list and the next eligible 
alternate, by vote total, will be moved into the delegate spot. 

 
TO BE COMPLETED BY SECRETARY: Was this person elected a (circle)  DELEGATE  /  ALTERNATE  ? 


